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CHAPTER 4 

 An approach for Predicting Drug response Similarity using  NDRSP ( Novel 

Drug Response Similarity Prediction)Algorithm.  

4.1 Introduction 

 The medical environment is mainly concerned about Diseases, Diagnosis, and Predicting 

treatment thereby experiencing intense oppression as a result of larger dimensional multivariate 

data accumulated in repositories, reducing the quality of analysis results. Sensitive and relevant 

Patterns not perfectly analyzed at first glance may promise efficiency when subjected to data 

mining techniques like Association mining, Classification, and clustering that better aid in 

decision mining. The aforementioned mining techniques fit well in medical applications that are 

characterized by huge amounts of patient data aggregated in databases. This medical data owes 

to be redundant, complex, and prone to security threats, hence the strategic approach of mining 

algorithms in medical space results in medical data mining. Doctors ascertain guaranteed benefit 

in decision making at critical moments with this medical data mining incorporating mining 

techniques into the medical analysis.  

Treatment depends on drugs; therefore focusing on drug responses of patients for profound 

treatment is attaining its momentum in day-to-day medical enhancements. 

Classification, one of the well-known mining techniques designated as a supervised learning 

approach with predefined class labels made available [62]. Patient data is classified considering 

attributes like symptoms, disease diagnosed, age, therapy, and so on. In scenarios where class 

labels are not available or target class not specified, clustering and unsupervised technique 

occupies the place. The technique performs by grouping similar objects closer in n-dimensional 

space into a cluster and ensures maximum inter-cluster dissimilarity for generating quality 

clusters. Several mining methodologies are already in use for predicting diseases and their 

related treatments. Such approaches infusion with drug prediction and analysis elevate the scope 

for future directions in research related to drug response anthology. 
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The clustering technique performs well on both continuous and categorical values guaranteeing 

efficient and quality clusters that improve the performance rate of analysis. In dynamic 

environments, even cluster lifetime impacts the clustering results to a larger extent.  

Our work takes into consideration the dataset containing multi-variant features like F-score, 

Ethnicity, F-score, M-score, O-score, E-score, A-score, C-score, and Impulsive, and so on. 

Normally numeric data taken in our scenario performs well for identifying drug response 

similarity on patient data. There are 5 well-known personality traits defined as building blocks of 

human personality namely Ethnicity, Neuroticism, Extraversion, Agreeableness, 

conscientiousness. 

Ethnicity an important parameter preferred for studies in identifying health disparities renders to 

be an important personality trait that projects a person's retort toward aspects like the place, 

culture, race, food, climate, and many more affect the drug response on the patient. Neuroticism 

images the influence of feelings like depression, anxiety, self-doubt, moodiness, frustration, and 

fear. Extraversion is one more feature that addresses characteristics dealing with a person's 

emotional expressiveness, excitability, assertiveness, talkativeness, and sociability that affect the 

drug responses. Openness highlights the properties imparting curiosity, imagination, higher 

interests, and insight. Agreeableness talks about features like trust, affection, kindness, and pro 

socio behaviors that tend to be very cooperative. Conscientiousness reflects increased 

thoughtfulness, goal-oriented, planned, and well-organized behavior. These parameters leave 

their mark in analyzing the drug responses during patient therapy. The above-mentioned 

personality traits are taken into consideration for our experimental illustration of Drug response 

similarity prediction in combination with improved dynamic clustering methodology. Relevant 

Feature extraction with a classification approach improves the quality of analysis entailing 

challenges in Big data environments and network scenarios with large outsourced data. 

4.2 KNN ( K- Nearest Neighbor) 

A well-known supervised data mining technique based on the machine learning approach that is 

voted as one of the preferred options for resolving classification issues and regression problems 

is K- nearest Neighbor classification [63]. This algorithm is a lazy learner as it learns the nearest 

neighbor by iteratively computing the Euclidean distance among the data points. In classification 
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scenarios, the outcome is a class membership but with regression, the result owes to be a value 

related to the property of the objects. The performance of KNN is largely affected by larger 

volumes of data and accuracy drops with the presence of noise. A variable form of KNN is 

available where weights are assigned to nodes based on the closeness of the data point. This lazy 

learner contradicts the eager learner in k-means [64], but at times offers features that enhance the 

overall performance when combined with k-means clustering. 

Several methodologies like Classification and Clustering have attained wide acceptance yet left 

few coins unturned for maximum efficiency attainment. To bridge this gap in rendering high 

performance we blend these techniques with machine learning approaches by embracing 

advanced K-Means [65] in predicting Drug response likelihood depending on patient core 

attributes. The present work focuses on identifying the Drug Response similarity using enhanced 

clustering methods involving patient-sensitive attributes. We effectively presented its 

performance on the UCI Patient dataset that promises improved outcomes in terms of Quality 

Parameters. 

Our Proposed method depends on dynamic K-Means clustering for Drug response similarity 

Prediction, helping doctors to make the right decisions at right time. Our Simulation considers a 

medical dataset containing 3500 records with 32 attributes, of which a few attributes are 

categorical and others numerical. From the available attributes, the numerical attributes like 

Ethnicity, O-score, N-score, C-score, E-score, and so on are taken into consideration for 

recognizing the associations that help in enhanced drug response similarity identification. As 

clustering targets similarity identification, in this context it aids in identifying the similarity 

between drug responses to intended therapies. The resultant clusters generated are independent in 

shape and size irrespective of constraints related to the size of data. Several Clustering 

Techniques attained widespread utilization, but K-Means outperforms and undoubtedly votes to 

be the choice of the researcher with its performance accelerating characteristics and scope of 

extension. 
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Figure 4.1 Flowchart of the proposed approach for prediction of Drug Response similarity 

with attribute relations 
 

Our proposed method ensures to be novel in terms of distance computation i.e., opting to vote to 

nullify the influence of spurious classes by taking into account the weighted inverse Euclidean 

distance when dealing with dynamic k-means. The clustering process progresses by initializing 

the k value and projecting the attribute values onto N-dimensional space. Cluster generation 

starts by calculating weighted Euclidean distance among data points. 

4.3 Phases in proposed Algorithm 

1. Compute the distances between data points  

 

2. Compute the inverse of each distance  

             Ii = 1 / EDi   where i=1 to N  
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The efficiency of the clustering technique is very much affected and based on the k value

chosen for generating quality clusters. Therefore selecting an optimal k value in our proposed

approach NDRSP is made possible using Davies Bouldin index aiming at reducing the squared

error criterion.

Where projects the distance measure between the data point and

cluster center cj. It shows the distance of n data points from their cluster centers.

Optimal clustering is achieved by fixing the k value based on Davies Bouldin index.

Here C indicates cluster count, Sc indicates the intra-cluster dispersion, and dcl shows the

distance (centroid link) among the clusters center k and l.

3. Compute the summation of Inverse distances.

4. Compute weight for each data point depending on the values of attributes using the kernel

functions Wi = Ii/S

5. The resulting Wi values aid in clustering the data points optimally.
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4.5 In a Nutshell

Exploring the relationships among diseases and treatment owes to be interesting subject

for researchers as present day scenario is depicting enhanced concentration on health issues. A

technique for anticipating a profound treatment for a disease grabs concentration as it leverages

the recovery rate of patients. Our work address these issues by analyzing and contributing a

predictive model that uses dynamic k- means clustering for disclosing drug response similarities

based on the personality traits. The present work recognizes the associations among clusters for

predicting preferred therapy to similar groups of patients enhancing and speeding up recovery

rate. The process accomplishes by exploring the personality traits of patients that predict the drug

response similarities using dynamic k-means, thereby permitting personalized therapy to patients

with similar personality traits.

4.4 Proposed Algorithm


